1. Most of the articles published on Romantic Circles contain a works-cited list at the bottom of the work.

2. Directly under the title, readers can find the general mission of the site: it is a “refereed scholarly Website devoted to the study of Romantic period literature and culture.”
3. The names of the editors and publishing organization are clearly listed. The University of Maryland is a reputable organization. Each name contains a hyperlink to biographical information.

4. Here is an example of the biographical and contact information provided for each editor and most contributing authors.

1. How many checks does this source deserve? 16 Is it reliable? Y
2. Would you use this as a source for a research paper in our class? Explain why or why not below. Be sure to give specific examples. Use the checklist if you need help.

Yes, I would use this as a source for a research paper in our class because (it has many works-cited pages/it is a refereed scholarly Web site/it is edited by multiple scholars from the field of Romanticism/it is published by the University of Maryland, a reputable organization/the authors' and editors' biographical and contact information are easily accessible/there are no advertisements/the purpose of the site is educational/etc.)